
 
  
 
 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

>>Charles Monroe-Kane is the American author of LITHIUM JESUS: A MEMOIR OF MANIA 

He's the Peabody Award winning producer of the Wisconsin Public Radio shows: To the Best of Our 

Knowledge and Director's Cut. 
 
>>Well my name is Charles Monroe-Kane. I'm the author of LITHIUM JESUS: A MEMOIR OF 

MANIA and there’s little lithium pills, it's pretty cool. And it's not a metaphor, it is what it is. I have 

bipolar and I have pretty extreme mania. At the end result of my mania, I hear voices. And I wanted 

to write a book about it; trying to come to grips with it. 
 
[Text on screen] Reflecting and Learning from your Work: LITHIUM JESUS by Charles 

Monroe-Kane. 
 
So obviously the whole memoir was a process of me coming to grips with this part of myself. I have 
a very unique background. When I was a child, about 10, 12 years old, I started, when puberty 
started, I started hearing voices from the end of mania. And it was incredible. It freak me out. And I 
didn't know what it was. And I do remember right around that same time, I went to a church 
summer camp, an evangelical church summer camp, where people were speaking in tongues. And I 
though the people speaking in tongues sounded a hell of a lot like the people in my head. So I joined 
the church and I became very, very active in the church; and many people, when I spoke in tongues, 
felt that I had power when I spoke in tongues and that that power healed them. So, like anybody 
would do, who was 14 years old, I quit school, got emancipated from my parents, and I became a 
faith healer, and I lived in the Philippines. And in Haiti and lived as a faith healer. But what 
happened, this is obvious and really simple and very easy, was while I was in college, at a Christian 
school, the mental illness got worse, and worse, and worse, and worse. And eventually was put, not 
by own choice, but by the police, into a mental institution. And while I was there, of course, I was 
given medication. So you can guess what would happen in a few days, after getting medication, the 
voices went away and the mania calmed down. This obviously, very simple, it's not that complicated, 
created an existential crisis for me and soon I left God and left the church. That's easy; and that's 
one of the things I wanted to write about. You know, that's why it has Jesus in the title. What I 
didn't understand, and what helped me gain a kind of a personal insight about myself and writing the 
book, was that I was done. I was totally done with the book. Literally done and had it publisher. 
And I had to do a final read of the book. So I'm doing my final read, and I' reading the book. I'm all 
excited, I got my book published, blah blah blah ... I get to that moment where I break up with God, 
so to speak, and I'm like, wait a minute, what the hell. So I get to this point right ... So I'm getting to 
this point where, you know, God and I are breaking up, and I'm like ... I didn't break up with God. 
He was never there in the first place. I misunderstood the voices as God, so that didn't mean I ever 
had a relationship with God. I never had one. I did not come to that intellectual realization about my 



 
  
 
 

  

 

life until rereading my own book. So then I added a complete chapter to the book exploring that, 

which is one of the things that many people like about the book. That was really interesting and I 

want to read something to you, because it's very powerful. All I added ... So I read this chapter, it 

was too long, it was too much, it was too reflect-y. So I left the chapter in ... This is it. So basically, 

I'm about to hand in to my publisher, and I say hey, can I add this chapter, because I just had a 

revelation. And I added this: Very simple: 
 

"Years later, my wife's college friend, Lucas came to visit us in Prague. He was going through a 

major spiritual crisis. Like me, he had been an evangelical teenage preacher. And he had come to 

the conclusion that he didn't believe in Jesus, or even God anymore. We hit it off as you can 

imagine. One night, drunk, he told me his greatest fear about losing his religion. It was not that he 

would be alone in the universe, or that he would no longer have a purpose in life. It was that he 
might discover that he never believed in the first place. I had never considered such a proposition 

before. And I will never forget it since." 
 

So to explain for you who are writing, I'm really glad I took the moment when I realized that 

something different had happened in my life than where that was. Not to rewrite it; but to add a 

reflection to it. I think you have to take the time to do that. 
 

[Text on screen] Discovering Connections Between Stories. 

 

And I think that the connective tissue stuff, for me, is important because you're like, okay here's all 

these stories I want to tell, I'm writing non-fiction. Creative non-fiction Okay, and then I reflect 

over all the stories. Then you're like, these do not make sense. So I have to explain to you that I 

grew up in a steel mill town in Ohio and I grew up in poverty; that makes sense to why this makes 

sense in Prague. So then you start doing that boring, not boring ... The hard part, but also very 

fulfilling part of like the task of writing. Okay, if I want to tell story about X, then I need to the story 
about Y. And now you start to do that complicated thing. 
 

[Text on screen] On Writing Truth in Memoir vs. Autobiography: LITHIUM JESUS by 

Charles Monroe-Kane. 
 

Basically for writing a memoir, you can make yourself the cool guy, right. Make yourself the hero. Make 

yourself the bad ass. You can make yourself any of those things that you want to be. Or you can tell the 

truth. Well we all know what small T truth is, right? That's an autobiography, right? I just read CS Lewis' 

autobiography. It's great. You know, he's accurate. Here's the street name he grew up on, or whatever. 

It's boring as fuck. But I wanted to know about him and I appreciate it's an autobiography. A memoir ... 

now that's a whole other thing. To me that's big T Truth. That's where you're like, what does it mean? 

Who ... I don't ... What's ... Okay I grew up -- I mean my street in Prague I lived on was Skanska. So? 

Like that doesn't matter. What does matter is what it meant. The one rule's very simple, and I made 

damn sure -- And I deleted stories and memoirs if I didn't follow this rule, and I would start over again. 

And that was I wasn't allowed to judge anybody, including myself. So the preacher who taught me how 

to be a faith healer. Do I really think I healed people in the Philippines? No I don't believe in that 

anymore. I don't believe I was a faith healer. I think I got manipulated because I was a young kid. I'm 

not going to judge the guy who did that to me. Just like I'm not going to judge myself and the things 

that I quote unquote did wrong. It was liberating. No matter what I wrote, no matter how I wrote it, no 

one's going to get judged. Now that doesn't mean I didn't, you know ... It made me tell the truth better. 

Now a quick example of something that think shows the truth beyond ... this is a big T, little T truth, 



 
  
 
 

  

 

without judging myself, alright. If you combine those things; if you want to tell the big T truth, you're 

not worried about the small T truth, because I was so messed up on drugs and a lot of people I know 

can't find anymore, how can I find the real facts; instead let me find the truth. I'm not against facts, but 

I'm saying ... And then on top of that I'm not judging anyone. So at one point in my life, and this is the 

end of the book, you should be at the end of the book here ... And so at one time I got involved with 

the mafia and I was smuggling money for the Italian mob and the Czechan mob ... Side note, don't 

smuggle money, don't do it buddy, and nobody else, don't smuggle money for the Italian mob and the 

Czechan mob; it's dangerous, but it shows kind of how much I didn't care about where I was coming 

from. My mental illness was out of control. My drug use was out of control, and that's the way I was 

making money, really out of control. And on a trip back from Italy to Prague, smuggling money, I was 

living in Prague at the time, I basically came to a revelation of like I don't want to do this anymore. This 

...  
capital T again. The whole thing. I don't want any of this anymore. I'm done and I don’t' want to 
live my life like this. And so, this is how I wrote about it. Now ... My best friend tricked me into 
smuggling this money. A person I'm not best friends with anymore. He tricked me into smuggling 
this money. My other friend I was with, I think was a dangerous man. I think I was a bad person, 
maybe at the time. Instead of judging me and getting all caught up in all this whiny shit. I decided to 
look at it differently. So this is the end of my ... the end of the book, the last page of the book. And, 
my last money smuggling story, okay. We just passed the Czech border, this was before the E.U., 
multiple borders. And this is the no judgment, big T truth I'm talking about. 
 

"We passed through the east European side of the border, which as always, was a mad place, a schemer 

paradise. Bored truck drivers, waiting days for some unknown stamp, Hitchhikers, prostitutes in 

legwarmers and aerobic wear, Gypsy peddlers. On my other side ... On my other trips through these in-

between places, I found the macabre circus-like scene romantic as a fairytale. But on this day, those 

were the people with whom I felt a kinship, and it made me sad. It also made me very tired. I saw a 

man selling garden gnomes with a transistor radio to his ear. He smiled at me as we weaved in and out 

of the chaos. Two more hours in our beemer, and we were finally, blessedly, in Prague. Which by now 

was in full impromptu celebration mode ..." There was ... the Czechs had just won the international 

hockey championship. "We dropped off the car, gripped our bags tightly  
..." which contained 250 thousand dollars each. "And walked through throngs of drunken revelers, 
through shooting bottle rockets, celebrating their hockey team. Gun powder filled the air and 
tracers of lights tattooed my retina. Two men hugged and fell laughing in the streets in front of me. 
As we neared Mark's flat in Old Town square, some unnamed chip I'd been carrying on my 
shoulder for days, if not years, fell away. And the magic around me turned into something else. 
Litanies. The blood of Jesus in northeast Ohio steel mills. Whores on lithium wrestling with angels. 
Veganism and LSD. Hitchhiking and saving the trees, my fists in the air. Methamphetamine nose 
bleeds and voices in my head. Tattoos and bed spins. Being hung over. I was done with this shit. All 
of it. As Dee rang the bell to Mark's flat, I knew the truth, I would not see the terminal bar open. 
And in only a few months from that moment, I would take my only treasure, Erica, and make a new 
life for myself in America. I felt changed. Like my wanderings were over. As Mark opened his door, 
I shut my eyes. I leaned my head back and felt the snowflakes melt on my face. I took one last deep 
breath of Prague magic. When I opened my eyes again, I was gone." 
 

There's a lot of ways to tell that story. I think the surrealist, more magical way, I think it's more 

honest. We have tools, as writers, even in non-fiction. We just do; use them. Surrealism, fantasy ...  
Did all that literally happen? Of course not. Did I really have all those litanies in that order? That's not 

it. It's not an ethnography. It's truth, you know. I did leave a couple weeks after that. And I 



 
  
 
 

  

 

think shows the truth beyond ... this is a big T, little T truth, without judging myself, alright. If you 

combine those things; if you want to tell the big T truth, you're not worried about the small T truth, 

because I was so messed up on drugs and a lot of people I know can't find anymore, how can I find the 

real facts; instead let me find the truth. I'm not against facts, but I'm saying ... And then on top of that 

I'm not judging anyone. So at one point in my life, and this is the end of the book, you should be at the 

end of the book here ... And so at one time I got involved with the mafia and I was smuggling money 

for the Italian mob and the Czechan mob ... Side note, don't smuggle money, don't do it buddy, and 

nobody else, don't smuggle money for the Italian mob and the Czechan mob; it's dangerous, but it 

shows kind of how much I didn't care about where I was coming from. My mental illness was out of 

control. My drug use was out of control, and that's the way I was making money, really out of control. 

And on a trip back from Italy to Prague, smuggling money, I was living in Prague at the time, I basically 

came to a revelation of like I don't want to do this anymore. This ...  
capital T again. The whole thing. I don't want any of this anymore. I'm done and I don’t' want to 
live my life like this. And so, this is how I wrote about it. Now ... My best friend tricked me into 
smuggling this money. A person I'm not best friends with anymore. He tricked me into smuggling 
this money. My other friend I was with, I think was a dangerous man. I think I was a bad person, 
maybe at the time. Instead of judging me and getting all caught up in all this whiny shit. I decided to 
look at it differently. So this is the end of my ... the end of the book, the last page of the book. And, 
my last money smuggling story, okay. We just passed the Czech border, this was before the E.U., 
multiple borders. And this is the no judgment, big T truth I'm talking about. 
 

"We passed through the east European side of the border, which as always, was a mad place, a schemer 

paradise. Bored truck drivers, waiting days for some unknown stamp, Hitchhikers, prostitutes in 

legwarmers and aerobic wear, Gypsy peddlers. On my other side ... On my other trips through these in-

between places, I found the macabre circus-like scene romantic as a fairytale. But on this day, those 

were the people with whom I felt a kinship, and it made me sad. It also made me very tired. I saw a 

man selling garden gnomes with a transistor radio to his ear. He smiled at me as we weaved in and out 

of the chaos. Two more hours in our beemer, and we were finally, blessedly, in Prague. Which by now 

was in full impromptu celebration mode ..." There was ... the Czechs had just won the international 

hockey championship. "We dropped off the car, gripped our bags tightly  
..." which contained 250 thousand dollars each. "And walked through throngs of drunken revelers, 
through shooting bottle rockets, celebrating their hockey team. Gun powder filled the air and 
tracers of lights tattooed my retina. Two men hugged and fell laughing in the streets in front of me. 
As we neared Mark's flat in Old Town square, some unnamed chip I'd been carrying on my 
shoulder for days, if not years, fell away. And the magic around me turned into something else. 
Litanies. The blood of Jesus in northeast Ohio steel mills. Whores on lithium wrestling with angels. 
Veganism and LSD. Hitchhiking and saving the trees, my fists in the air. Methamphetamine nose 
bleeds and voices in my head. Tattoos and bed spins. Being hung over. I was done with this shit. All 
of it. As Dee rang the bell to Mark's flat, I knew the truth, I would not see the terminal bar open. 
And in only a few months from that moment, I would take my only treasure, Erica, and make a new 
life for myself in America. I felt changed. Like my wanderings were over. As Mark opened his door, 
I shut my eyes. I leaned my head back and felt the snowflakes melt on my face. I took one last deep 
breath of Prague magic. When I opened my eyes again, I was gone." 
 

There's a lot of ways to tell that story. I think the surrealist, more magical way, I think it's more 

honest. We have tools, as writers, even in non-fiction. We just do; use them. Surrealism, fantasy ...  
Did all that literally happen? Of course not. Did I really have all those litanies in that order? That's not 

it. It's not an ethnography. It's truth, you know. I did leave a couple weeks after that. And I 



 
  
 
 

  

 

think I was important to understand the bigger moment of that. For me to end the book that way 
and then to be like you know. One, it's not as interesting. But two, it's not really as true. I mean, I 
could have listed the facts, then what would you have learned from that? So for me that's how it 
works. And I'll say one last thing because I think it's important, and I think it's important for all of 
us to think about this: we tell stories, for some of you in your head, many ways on paper, for me in 
bars and other places, we tell stories. Often they are exaggerated versions of what the truth can be, 
and this is fiction or non-fiction, you know I got really, really good at telling stories to other people 
about my life. And it became my identity; my identity was the fact that I told, not the stories weren't 
my identity; the fact that I told them was my identity. It's very interesting, all the stories that I tell, I 
mean I used to tell stories. I used to write about yelling at George Bush, George Bush, Sr. Some 
great stories on this American Life, it made me famous. I'd go to bars and tell that fucking story, 
people buy me drinks, people buy me food. I scammed that story for years. I have dozens of stories 
that way. Their all in here. They make sense, that's where the stories come from. I don't tell them 
anymore. I don't want to. The day this book was done, the day this book was done I knew it was 
going to be published. It was almost like the memoir wipes the story slate clean. And I feel like I can 
have all these new stories now. I think I was a prisoner to the stories I was holding in. And I think 
they're now gone, and I'm free to be myself. I think all of us should think about our stories that way, 
like these are prisoners to let go. And I'm proud of them, you know. They're rehabilitated. But then 
you can have new ones. And I don't think I would want to. I might do it, because on my book tour I 
tell some stories, but I don't think I would sit in a bar now for a free Jack and Coke and tell 
somebody a story anymore. I got in to create the new stories. And that to me is very liberating; it's 
probably the most liberating things I have ever experienced in my life is writing it. Not because I'm 
proud of it and all that. You will be too when your first book comes out. But also the fact that its 
gone, and hopefully I can write another one. There you go. 


